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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method of metrical

scaling of nonmetric perceptual space of

Polish phonemes perceived by listeners in a

presence of additive disturbances and

frequency distortions. The experimental

material consisted of 10 confusion matrices

of Polish phonemes obtained by means of

subjective tests for 10 various listening

conditions. It was assumed that the confusion

matrices estimate the subjective proximity

between the phoneme._ The Shepard's algorithm

of N-dimensional analysis of proximity [1.2]

was used to establish a space arrangement of

investigated phonemes.

'I NTRDDUCTI‘DN

The over-all effects of additive "distur-
bances and frequency distortions upon the
average intelligibility of human speech are
by now well-understood. Most of the existing
studies present the results in terms Iof the
articulation score, is. the percentage of the
spoken words. logatoms. syllables or phoneme
that the listeners hear correctly. As a
consequence. therefore. all of the listener's
error are treated as equivalent and no
information ‘of the perceptual confusion is
available. Perhaps the major reason that
confusion data are not a popular subject of
investigations is the time and cost of colle-
cting them. An example of the investigations
where phoneme confusion data were used, is '
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the study of Myslecki and Hajewshi [3]

related to the mean conditional 'entropy of

transmission channel (CETC). The base. to

calculate CETC was a phoneme confusion

matrix which. in this case, constituted" an

experimental estimator of channel matrix for

given transmission condition.

The fact that the authors were in

possession of the phoneme confusion matrices

for various transmission conditions are urged

them to a closer look at the problem of

mutual configuration of Polish phonemes in

the listener's perceptual space.

It was decided to applicate the Shepard's

multidimensional scaling technique [1,2] as

to obtain a metrical formalism of the

nonmetric perceptual space of phonemes. In

. this technique it is necessary to determine:

- experimental similiarities of investiga-

ted objects, I

a strategy of conducting the iterative

process,

optimal values of the constant multipliers
for vectors. for the approach to monotoni-
city and to minimum dimensionality.

number of. the iterations before a rota-
tion to principal axes and for termina-
ting the iterative process.

After this it is possible to estabilish a
final resolution consisted of:

1 the minimum number of dimensions of the
Euclidean space required such that the
distances in this space are monotonically
related to the initially given proximity
measures

2‘ an actual set of orthogonal coordinates

for the points in this minimum space.

The aim of this study is to determine the

above mentioned'values and solutions for 36

Polish phonemes.

EXPER IMENTAL PROCEDURE

Subjective measurements were carried out

for 10 different conditions of speech trans-

mission obtained by means of specially

designed model of transmission‘ channel.

Masking noise and another additive distur-

bances of different levels (white noise,

overbearing, hum) and frequency distortions

(band limiting) were introduced to change a

quality of speech transmission.

The test material consisted of phoneti-

cally and structurally balanced logatom lists

(one or two '. syllable nonsense word lists)

that were read by professional male speaker.‘

For each condition of transmission, i.e. for

each. measuring point, four lists of 100 loga-

toms (1520 phonemes) were read. The listen-

ing tests were carried out in a listening

studio by means-of SN-GO Tonsil headphones.

Table l. The transmission conditions and

phoneme intelligibility scores for 10

measuring points.

IS! Iph S/I‘n" S/la" Type of Band

‘ % dBn dB. disturb. limitation

1 73 -3 I I 200+4000Ez

2 75 -3 I I 600+2000Ez

3 86 +3 I I 600+2000Ez

A 87 +6 +6 hum 4004-2500112

5 89 +6 +6 overhear. 400+2500Ez

6 90 +12 +6 hum 400+2500Ez

'I 91 +6 I I 200+4000|lz

8 92 +12 +6 overhear. 400+2500Ez

9 95 +12 +18 overhear. 400+2500Hz

10 99 +30 I I 400+2500Hz

Iph phoneme intelligibility

8/!" signal to white noise ratio

S/la signal to additive disturbance ratio

* 8/11.. and S/Ks were measured indepen-

dently before hand limitation.

X without a disturbance

The listening team consisted of 12 subjects

(age: 20+24) of normal hearing. The measuring

procedure was based on ISO recommendation

(DP 4870. 1976). As the results of this expe-

rimental procedure applied to each of 10

measuring points a phoneme intelligibility

and confusion matrix were obtained (data for

all listeners and 4 logatom lists have been

pooled). Table 1 summarizes the articulation

data obtained for all of 10 measuring points.

The SIN ratios and band limiting conditions

are there also given .

METHOD OF COMPUTAT I ON

Generally .I the problem of multidimensional

scaling is to find It points whose interpoint

distances match in some sense (here, in the

rank order sense) the experimental proximity

measure (here, the confusions between 36

Polish phonemes). In this study all the com-

putations were carried out in accordance with

a program presented in [1.2], where a comput-

‘ing time' conserving strategy was adapted. In

the Ichoosen strategy the iterative procedures

start. with larger values of a constant.

multiplier 01 for vectors for the approach to

monotonicity

class’3(d43)1(x.gu‘2n:)

a:au=----------—------- (1)
d“

where
u-v I

d1: = [F‘(!nk - Xak)2] (2)

21k = coordinate for vertex 1 on axis k

s“ = rank of the proximity measure

s(du)= rank of. the distance (in IT-dimensio-

nal space) corresponding to as:

and a constant multiplier B for vectors for

the approach to minimum dimensionality

5|: 813—5] (XJu'Xnu)
Bu“:------------------- (3)

da:

where _

§=the mean of N(N-1)/2 . proximity measures.
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From ‘this the sufficiently close metrical

Larger values of a and B. promote faster

thDUSh 1985 aCCUI‘ate convergence between the
configuration in the perceptual space and its A formalism of perceptual space of 36 Polish
l-dimensional Euclidean formalism. Next, when J '3 P1101131“5 3'18“ be inferred t° have t“the criterion for terminating (departure from

r'x‘ ., 2 dimensions. The final metrical configurationsmonotonicity) the iterative process I -£5 for the all. of 10- investigated confusion

' '5 I matrices have been reached in the two-dimen-N [-1
. A

2E: "Its“-a‘duna , F? {2 -ts sional Euclidean space with the two multip-,

6'=W <4) 1 '_ Q ”0-"... 0.5 liers setted so that cr=0.2 and B=O. The

' 4 a. 3' ‘4—9‘, I 3.. 1“ a departure from monotonicity 6(n) attained its‘ n , q. ~ .attains its minimum, a rotation to princi a1
’ .' I minimum during the iterations from 49 to 58,axes is f P Fig. 1. Departure from monotonicity 6(n) for A t k.per ormed. The results of the rot-a— the worst (dashed lin ) d b t < 1 - -95 da. y g -'105 3 and its value was between '1.8§lO-° ande an es so id - ' 4tion could not be taken as the final transmission conditio 1111a) '1“.- 3H]

29*10-3' The examples Of the final two-d1-
ns.

.
solution, but they can however be used to

LmlL—I . mensional configurations of 36 Polish phone-estimate the number ., - ,2' ' '‘be an,” t d of dimensions that can To the further calculations for theall of 10 I ‘3' “l mes for the COtSiOfi {lattices N9 10:5 and 1
na 6 . The final solution can then be f .' i are shown in Fig. 2+4.reached (in a "new" reduced con usion matrices it was decided to rotate. t -‘ -0‘5 4" '

ing with a small val f 3P3“) by iterat_ to PrinC1pal axes after the third iterations e 0us 0 -a and B set to 0. The results obtained for 10 matrices after c ,5 .

, Rthe rotation have shown, that the fractions Ix .V , ' . SUMHA Y
CA of variance accounted for b th

' .i '
LCULATIDNS AND RESULTS y e two fir-St In this study an attention was focused on, (in order of their importance) rotated axes

4’
the application of Shepard's multidimensionalAt a start of calculations we have to

were from 0.991 to 0.998-
Fig. 3. Final configuration for matrix M 5

(median transmission conditions)

scaling method to achieve metric formalism

, of Polish phoneme perceptual space. It was

_ determine the values 'Of °‘ and B constant' Im 1
,

u :11’1191‘5- Shepard [1] has Undertaken a '§ r ”El/6 proved that the strategy and the parameterSys ematic exploration of t h ' " ‘ ' ' Ih c ' , ’ ‘ - :1 21 ble
these two parameters e effects of A .4), I ’/ .‘, . .1 values recommended by Shepard , ena

u d Upon a convergenCe, He ”’L’f ("o I Q- :~‘ E-dimensional scaling of . the phoneme _.se however a set of artificial proximity -5 1? . ? ~ _ \ _\L .t' \‘ perceptual _ space. The two-dimensional
mea . . ‘e , ‘ ‘ ‘ , -

ksures. i.e. a known distance function and 9 ‘ ~ “\1 \. Euclidean space was sufficient . for metric
a n - . - . . .
t own configuration' so it was not obviOus, 'L " '0-5 '5 ,I' a!“ \i A representation of arrangement of 36 Polish13.“ his results could be directl d A ' ' ' ’7" " “~ -O.5 “l" 1th is a de arture fromh .y a opted to “U. , 'J ‘____ M“ . . , phonemes w an error, . . pp oneme Perceptual space. For «=0 ' J

t icit less than 0 3%B=0.2 reco ‘4 and ' 'w u‘ w. mono on y. . .t , mmended by Shepard, we calculated as
.he 6‘( ) ' ‘ ' . a , . ...... ,n criterion (4) for matrix N9 1 (Worst .- 5 X\ I 1 ~05 _ . . .z

. transmission conditions) , and for t lV 0's —, L' A: 1 r f 3 I .5 > REFERENCES
ma rix ' . . - . 0lg 10 (best l x , : ‘ . .i I . I _5(a) D- conditions). The obtained curves .9 .t .P 0k . 0 .-.t.{l .: f t . a . 3 . .
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8 influenCe ' ‘ measures .of speech transmission
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